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ABSTRACT
This thesis describes the design and implementation of machine learning algorithms and
real-time recommendations within EWall, a software system used for individual and
collaborative information management. In the EWall workspace, users collect and
arrange cards, which are compact visual abstractions of information. A significant
problem that often arises when humans try to collect information is information overload.
Information overload refers to the state of having too much information, and it causes
difficulty in discovering relevant information. When affected by information overload,
the user loses focus and spends more time filtering out irrelevant information. This thesis
first presents a simple solution that uses a set of algorithms that prioritize information.
Based on the information the user is working with, the algorithms search for relevant
information in a database by analyzing spatial, temporal, and collaborative relationships.
A second, more adaptive solution uses agents that observe user behavior and learn to
apply the prioritization algorithms more effectively. Adaptive agents help to prevent
information overload by removing the burden of search and filter from the user, and they
hasten the process of discovering interesting and relevant information.
Thesis Supervisor: Patrick H. Winston
Title: Ford Professor of Artificial Intelligence and Computer Science, MIT
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Chapter 1 Introduction
Public information access has exploded recently. Through the popularization of the
internet and the constant conversion of paper documents to electronic documents, people
can perform practically any task online. The computer is an excellent information
storage medium, and built into the computer, we have tools for managing this
information: software. Most of these tools provide us with the ability to manually
perform tasks in collecting and managing information. To improve these tools, I propose
the following question: How many of these tasks can we automate? This thesis explores
the automation of two such tasks: search and filter. Software with such embedded
automation can help to significantly decrease the amount of time we spend completing
tasks by relieving us from the burden of searching for information and filtering out
irrelevant details.
If automated software is to help us work faster, then we must first figure out what tasks
are the most time-consuming, and of the most time-consuming tasks, figure out what can
be automated. Most tasks performed over the internet involve some kind of search. A
directed search is usually simple. A user might look for driving directions, and if he
knows the start and end addresses, then the task requires little time. But most searches
are less well formed. For example, consider a user who has entered a search for an
apartment on a classifieds web site. Many of the results may be what she is looking for,
but many unwanted results will probably appear due to keyword matching or other search
metrics. She must spend extra time filtering out the irrelevant results. In order to help
the user to perform search-oriented tasks faster, automated software could prioritize the
results before displaying them to the user.
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Some software performs automated filtering already. For example, Google searches
based on user-provided keywords, but it prioritizes the search results based on a
relevance measure, called PageRank [2], as highlighted in Figure 1.]. This generally
forces the results that the user will more likely find to be important to the top of the list.
Imagine the alternative, where the user must sift through hundreds, or even thousands, of
results.
O) Massachusetts Instftute of Technology - Mcrosoft taternet Explorer
Ee Fdl yiew Fvortes jo0ts t* lp
QBack ~ Sarch Favorkes 9;1
Co SIC - GSearch - )-9Mt a fcheck-
sunday , may 21, 2006 POfak5 oges esr the it~ance of this a8jj
massachusetts insttute ortechnology
Figure 1.1: Google's PageRank
Another form of automated filtering is real-time recommendation, which is implemented
by many shopping web sites. For example, Amazon.com users primarily search and
browse the inventory. But Amazon also provides a recommendation system, as seen in
Figure 1.2. The recommendation software tracks users' purchase history, as highlighted
in Figure 1.2, and adapts itself to provide better recommendations in the future.
Adaptive recommendation algorithms are not exclusively applicable to online shopping.
They can enhance the performance of any search-based tasks, including shopping,
research, and online collaboration.
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Figure 1.2: Amazon.com Recommendations Page
This thesis addresses the use of adaptive recommendation algorithms as an enhancement
to EWall, a networked virtual whiteboard for collecting, arranging, storing, and
exchanging information objects called cards. More specifically, this thesis describes the
EWall agent system, an extension that autonomously searches databases and recommends
interesting and relevant cards to the user. This system accomplishes the following two
goals:
1) Decrease time spent searching by initiating searches without first prompting the
user for keywords or other input;
2) Decrease time spent sifting through search results by prioritizing the results
before displaying them to the user.
With these goals in mind, I define a recommendation of this context as the result of an
automated, prioritized search.
Recommendations in EWall are created by a committee of agents. A search agent crawls
a database of interrelated, or linked, cards and then passes the list of results to the agent
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committee, which is composed of prioritization agents. Each prioritization agent contains
an identical set of prioritization algorithms. One such algorithm is the weight algorithm,
which gives priority to cards that are more heavily linked to others. The weight
algorithm alone yields a simple and predictable prioritization pattern. We define an
agent's perspective as the weighted combination of the results of its prioritization
algorithms. After each agent derives a perspective, the committee consolidates all
perspectives, and it produces a less predictable and more meaningful prioritization
pattern. The last component of the agent committee is the learning algorithm. This
component observes the user and responds by adapting each agent's weighted set of
algorithms and adapting the overall influence of each agent so that the committee will
form a better recommendation in the future.
The remaining chapters of this thesis describe background, EWall, and the design and
implementation of EWall agents and the learning component. Chapter 2 describes some
basic background that is helpful in understanding this thesis. Chapter 3 describes EWall
in detail. Chapter 4 presents the architecture for computational software agents and
describes the specifications for EWall agents in particular. Chapter 5 describes EWall
intelligence: the current architecture, as well as proposed, enhanced architectures.
Chapter 6 describes the implementation strategy of all EWall components. Finally,
Chapter 7 presents the contributions of this thesis, as well as proposed extensions.
15
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Chapter 2 Background
This thesis primarily discusses the design and implementation of an intelligent software
aid. But first, a decent understanding of more fundamental concepts, such as abstraction
and databases, is necessary in understanding this thesis.
2.1 Abstraction
Abstraction is a reduction in a concept's complexity, usually for the purpose of filtering
out irrelevant details. In computer science, we use abstraction specifically to derive a
good representation for types of information. Although a computer itself is certainly
concrete, the programming language built into the computer is an abstraction of the
hardware. Low-level machine language, which directly issues instructions to the
hardware, is abstracted into assembly language, which is further abstracted to high-level
languages. These high-level abstractions help computer scientists to write software in
terms we are familiar with, such as numbers and words, instead of bytes. Repeated
abstraction yields more complex data structures, such as lists, tables, strings of characters,
and more. This thesis describes software development exclusively in Java, which is a
high-level - highly abstracted - programming language.
A good abstraction is extremely important in designing user interfaces, as well as
artificially intelligent systems, because unimportant information wastes valuable
resources - screen real estate in user interfaces or time and accuracy in intelligent
systems. Abstraction is especially important in this thesis because the concepts explored
here rely heavily on user interfaces, and they primarily concern artificial intelligence.
Figure 2.1 illustrates the abstraction architecture that is vital to this thesis. In this
architecture, data is abstracted into a form such that the Al component can easily access
17
aspects of the data that it needs. And the data is then abstracted into a visual
representation that the user can quickly identify.
SUser Abstraction Artificial Abstraction
\JInterface Intelligence 'Data
Figure 2.1: Abstraction architecture
2.2 Data Management
In 1970, Dr. Edgar F. Codd published A Relational Model of Data for Large Shared Data
Banks, which inspired early development of relational databases. Shortly after this
publication, IBM developed SEQUEL (Structured English Query Language), which later
became SQL, as a language for operating such databases. The American National
Standards Institute (ANSI) eventually standardized SQL in 1986. The novelty of SQL
was originally its readability to humans - well, English speakers at least. SQL defines
keywords like SELECT, for data retrieval, and INSERT, UPDATE, and DELETE, for data
manipulation. These keywords enable people to control large databases in a way that is
natural to them. But SQL databases are relevant to this thesis for another reason:
software's ability to interact with them.
As previously mentioned, this thesis primarily concerns Java-based software
development. Sun has defined an API for Java database drivers called Java Database
Connectivity, or JDBC. Many JDBC implementations are freely available online. JDBC
defines, among others, three essential data structures: Connection, Statement, and
ResultSet. Figure 2.2 illustrates the roles of connection, Statement, and ResultSet.
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Java Application]
Statement
Connection
JDBC--------- Database
ResultSet
Figure 2.2: JDBC Architecture
To access the database, the application must create a Connection object and use it to
connect to the database, given the hostname, port, database name, and a valid username-
password pair. statement objects contain the SQL commands. The application sends
the statement through the connection and receives a Resuitset, which contains the
response to the SQL command. For data retrieval commands, this response contains the
data that was asked for; for data manipulation commands, this response generally
contains a message indicating whether or not the change was performed successfully.
JDBC provides Java developers with the ability to embed powerful subsystems within
their software. JDBC gives Java applications fast access to a potentially enormous
amount of data, locally or across a network. JDBC is especially important to this thesis
because autonomous software components can use it to provide users with efficient and
intelligent access to a wealth of information.
2.3 Computational Agents
A computational agent, which I will simply refer to as an agent, is an autonomous
program that acts on the user's behalf. An agent generally reacts to some input, or
perception, and according to a rule set, it responds with an output, or action. Agents may
also initiate an action independent of any perception. The agentfunction, which is the
algorithm that decides what action to take, can be quite complex. The agent function
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may store relevant information about the agent's state, it may communicate information
to other agents, and it may even learn.
Many agent adaptations have arisen with different purposes in mind. These adaptations
include:
" Intelligent Agent: An agent that can learn - react to its environment in order to
improve performance - and adapt - react to a changing environment;
" Distributed Agent: An agent that utilizes parallel computing capability, operating
in multiple threads;
" Multi-Agent System: Multiple agents that must collaborate because not all tasks
or data are available to all agents;
" Mobile Agent: An agent that is able to migrate between computer systems;
" Fuzzy Agent: An agent that uses fuzzy logic, a type of logic based in
approximation instead of precision.
This thesis deals with intelligent agents and multi-agent systems. In Chapter 5, Learning,
I will draw a more distinct boundary between learning and adaptation in intelligent
agents. An adaptive agent is one whose performance is consistent in a changing
environment, and a learning agent is one whose performance tends to increase as time
goes on. The intelligent agent plays the most important role in providing the user with
accurate recommendations.
2.4 Recommendations
Most people have, at some time, shopped online, and most of us who have shopped
online probably noticed that many shopping web sites provide recommendations while
we browse. Recommendations, as described in this thesis, are even more general than the
ones we see while shopping. A recommendation is any suggestion made to the user by
the computer. Although Amazon's real-time recommendation system serves as the
obvious example, other more subtle examples exist.
The snap feature in many user interfaces is one of the most basic examples of a
computer-based suggestion. Snapping seems simple to humans. If the user drags a
window around and releases it near the edge of the screen, a snap mechanism should set
the window position so that its edge lines up flush with the screen's edge. Although this
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algorithm is simple enough for humans to understand, the computer has no notion of
"near". So we must program a fake notion of "near", a very primitive piece of
intelligence, into the software. A simple implementation might have some "near"
threshold hard-coded into it, say five pixels, but it is easy to imagine a more complex
implementation that might learn a good threshold by observing the user.
Several recommendation mechanisms exist in Microsoft applications. For example,
Visio has quite an extensive set of snap mechanisms for connecting and aligning objects
in diagrams. Also, an example most of us are familiar with is spell check. Although
sometimes a bit overbearing, Word's spell check makes recommendations to users by
underlining potentially misspelled words.
This thesis describes new types of recommendation mechanisms. Although these
mechanisms have only been implemented within EWall so far, the theory could very
easily apply to existing recommendation software like the examples listed above.
21
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Chapter 3 EWall
Humans make decisions everyday. Although most of these decisions are not critical,
even our more mundane choices take time and are worth careful analysis. Some
examples of daily decisions are which restaurant to eat at, which route to take home after
work, what to buy, and decisions in our daily work tasks. When presented with any of
these decisions, we have to consider and evaluate each contributing factor. For example,
in deciding where to eat, we have to consider the distance to the restaurant, the type of
food, price, and quality of service. Internally, even this seemingly trivial task forces us to
examine a wide range of information. Just as computers help us to access and manage
information, they can help us make sense of the information and make decisions. This
chapter presents EWall in detail. EWall aids users in sense making and decision making
activities. EWall's philosophy is described in Section 3.1. Section 3.2 presents EWall's
information abstraction: the card. And Section 3.3 discusses the different EWall
modules.
3.1 EWal Philosophy
All experimentation and software development involved in this thesis occurred within the
context of EWall (Electronic Card Wall). EWall is a software application that supports
users in sense making activities. The term sense making refers to the process of gathering
and understanding information, typically for the purpose of decision making. For
example, a user might use EWall when looking for a new car. The user gathers
information on different cars from different dealers and uses EWall to manage and
visually arrange this information to more quickly make a decision. Or a group of users
collaborating on a school project might use EWall to combine their individual efforts and
more quickly make sense of cumulative information.
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Unlike other information management tools, like Microsoft Excel or any database tool,
EWall visually engages the user. Each piece of information is encapsulated within its
own card. The user can arrange multiple cards on a single EWall workspace. Thus two
levels of visual stimulation occur. First, a card visually captures a piece of information
because, as seen in Figure 3.1, each card has a consistent layout but with different
content, most importantly the image area, thus emphasizing the visual representation of
the information. The second visual stimulant is the spatial arrangement of the cards.
Users can freely drag and resize cards. The key idea is "freedom within a template".
EWall provides users with a template - the card - which has a predefined layout and set
of components, but users are free to attach any information they want, and they can
arrange the cards however they see fit.
3.2 Cards
The most important abstraction in EWall is the card. Also referred to as an information
object, the card is designed to represent or reference any type of electronic information.
Additionally, the card comes in a very compact visual package. Figure 3.1 shows the
architecture of the card and how the visual representation relates to its model.
Reference/
Attachment Location Source
Comments
Expanded Image/Text
DCODE
hfy.1.06 :2AM EST
DOC NEWS I Asea-Pacitic I China BBC NEWS I AsIa-Paiet China Timestamp
reitases Panda to the wild reltealfs pandi to he mid
Basic View
Owner
Title
Figure 3.1: Card Architecture
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Cards have a very clear correspondence between the information they represent and their
visual appearance. This is advantageous to an intelligent system because the information
is already broken down into simpler, more primitive, components. The following list
describes the low-level information components of a card:
" Title: The title occupies the bottom portion of the card and is highlighted to
mark its importance. This design matches a user's expectations; icons on the
desktop typically have titles - filenames - underneath them.
" Image: The image occupies the majority of the card and acts as a queue to the
user, which triggers recall of the card's underlying information. A familiar
implementation of this queue is in desktop icons; we can quickly identify a file's
type by simply looking at its icon.
" Reference/Attachment: This smaller icon takes up little space, but it can have a
gray, green, or red background. The color acts as a visual queue, indicating
whether or not referenced or attached information exists and has been viewed.
" Location: Cards can carry location information (coordinates on the globe), and
this small icon becomes green when location information exists.
" Source: Cards can be created on a user's workspace, passed to other users, and
they can even connect to online news streams. The source indicates a card's
origin.
" Comments: Only the owner of a card can modify most of the information. The
comments feature allows any user to add information to a card.
" DCODE: This metric allows users to attach information about credibility and
importance of the information.
" Timestamp: This indicates the card's creation date and time.
" Owner: The owner is the person or organization that created the card.
The visual components serve as a queue to the user about different aspects of the
information, some of which may be more important than others. The computer sees the
information the same way, split up into different aspects. As emphasized in Chapters 5,
this modular architecture allows the development of many simple adaptive algorithms
instead of a single complex algorithm.
3.3 Modules
EWall has four modules: Workspace, Database, Exchange, and News. The aptly named
workspace is the central module, where the user collects and arranges cards. Most of the
user's attention and work involves just the workspace. The other three modules are
networking modules, which connect the user to online card sources. The database
module connects the user to databases full of cards. The exchange module connects the
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user to other EWall users' workspaces. And the news module connects the user to online
streams of cards, typically in RSS format. This thesis only concerns the workspace and
database modules, but there are plans to apply the concepts explored here in the exchange
and news modules later.
3.3.1 Workspace Module
Imagine the workspace as a white board, the kind that magnets can be attached to. Next,
imagine that cards are magnetized note cards. The user can collect cards from any
source, modify them, and then arrange them on the white board. Figure 3.2 illustrates the
workspace and cards from three different sources. Users typically add cards to the
workspace from four types of sources:
1) New Card: User creates a card from scratch (Todo List, in Figure 3.2);
2) Import Existing Card: User drags a card file, with an ewc extension, into the
workspace (Floorplan, in Figure 3.2);
3) Automatic Creation: User drags a file or a URL into the workspace, and
EWall automatically converts it to a card (BBC News..., in Figure 3.2);
4) Import from Module: User drags a card into the workspace from a
networking module (not shown in Figure 3.2).
26
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Figure 3.2: Workspace: Collecting and Arranging Cards
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The user can create any arrangement by moving and resizing cards. Additionally, the
user can group cards. In Figure 3.2, the cards inside of Todo List are grouped. Both
workspaces and individual cards can be saved and loaded to and from the file system.
3.3.2 Database Module
The database module has two components: the database view and the database server.
The server runs on the machine that hosts the database, and the client runs as an
extension to the workspace on the client machine. The user opens the database view
from the Views menu in the workspace and then provides the host, database name, and a
valid username-password pair to connect to the server. Once connected, the client begins
retrieving cards from the server and displaying them in the database view. The client also
sends cards that are on the workspace to the server.
The database server, as illustrated in Figure 3.3, is operated by an administrator. The
server interface contains three sections: Server, Databases, and Users. The Server
section reports status like the IP address of the host machine. The administrator can also
start and stop global access to the MySQL server in this section. The Databases section
displays a table of the current databases residing on the host machine. The left column
allows the administrator to turn each database on and off, and the other columns provide
status information like the database name, status (On, Off, or Error), and the number of
cards and links in the database. The bottom section, Users, provides the administrator
with the ability to add and remove users, as well as restrict existing users without
removing them entirely. The status of each user is also displayed; a user can be Offline,
Online, or Disabled. When a user is logged in, she has the ability to search the database
and add to it, but not to delete items.
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SERVER
IP Address:
MySQL Directory.
Administrator Username:
Administrator Password:
Server Status:
192.168.1 .100
c:\mysqc
root
___ 
stop
DATABASES -------- -
On/Off Name Status Cards Relations
E ewall Active 45 474
locations Active 7 11
movies Active 2 5
RV news Active 223 225
test Active 14 287
test2 Active 21 185
I test3 Active 6 38
USERS --- - -- --
On/Off User Password Status
1 Ianonyrous Offline
root *ADDD2CB4BDAOFF83 Offline
Delete
127MB
Figure 3.3: Database Server
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The database view resides on the client side. The database view is not an independent
application. The user currently can only open it through the workspace. The user begins
using the database view by clicking the third button in the toolbar, as illustrated in Figure
3.4. The user must enter the server's IP, or hostname, the database name, and a valid
username-password pair. For a successful connection to occur, the IP must map to a
machine running a database server, the database - news, in this example - must have
status Active, the username must be turned on, and obviously the password must match.
Eall Database View -aD Ltt
File Edit
NETWORK - ---
Sever IP: locaihost
Database: news
Username: root
Password
F~I Auto-connect on Startup
Conec Dis nect Connected
Figure 3.4: Database View: Connection Settings
After the software establishes a connection, the text to the right of the Connect and
Disconnect buttons changes from "Not Connected" to "Connected". The user can now
click the first button in the toolbar and see the database view display, as illustrated in
Figure 3.5. This interface displays a scrollable horizontal list of cards. The user can drag
and drop these cards into the workspace or the file system. (Dropping a card onto the file
system creates a card file with an ewc extension.)
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Chapter 4 Agents
The EWall Agent Committee decides which cards to recommend and how to display
them to the user. Figure 4.1 illustrates the committee architecture. Cards flow through
the agent architecture in three stages, as follows:
1) A single search agent retrieves cards from the database;
2) Each prioritization agent develops a perspective - a prioritization of the cards -
according to a weighted set of heuristic algorithms;
3) The committee consolidates the perspectives of its members and passes the
final, prioritized cards to the user interface.
Card Database
RetrievedCards
Search
%L Agent
Prioritized User
Cards InterfaceFT0wwI]EE
rspective Alg 5
Figure 4.1: Agent Committee Architecture.
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Section 4.1 defines the traditional agent, which is an autonomous, interactive software
module. Section 4.2 discusses the agents used in EWall and how they differ from
traditional agents. Finally, Section 4.3 describes how agents in the committee collaborate
and consolidate their perspectives.
4.1 Traditional Agents
A traditional agent is anything that can be viewed as perceiving its environment through
sensors and acting upon that environment through actuators [13]. The architecture for
this type of agent is illustrated in Figure 4.2.
Perceptions
Actions
Figure 4.2: Agent Architecture
The traditional agent contains three important modules. As already suggested, sensors
receive information from the environment, and actuators send information to the
environment. The brain, or the agent function, performs all decision-making
computation. The agent function may be very simple, ignoring the sensors and
performing random actions, or it may be quite complex, containing a learning module, a
rule set, memory, and even perception of itself or its current state. Regardless of their
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complexity, all agents operate autonomously, and they typically perform computational
tasks so the user does not have to, like an assistant that is transparent to the user.
4.2 EWall Agents
EWall agents differ from traditional agents in their environment architecture. An EWall
agent perceives one environment and acts in another. For example, a storage agent
perceives the workspace and takes action in the database. A search agent perceives the
workspace and takes action by communicating database queries to prioritization agents.
The prioritization agents receive information from the search agent and take action in the
database view. Figure 4.3 illustrates the EWall agent architecture. Ultimately, the user is
himself a human agent, who perceives the workspace and database view and takes action
in the workspace.
Action
f Perception
Action
Database
View
Database Que y
Server
Action
Perception4- Workspace
Figure 4.3: EWaIl Agent Architecture
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Perception
Cards typically travel through the system according to the following stages:
1) User A creates or imports a card onto the workspace;
2) A's storage agent uploads the card to the database and links the card to other
cards;
3) User B logs into the database;
4) B's search agent detects the login and queries the database;
5) B's search agent forwards the query response, which contains A's card, to a
prioritization agent;
6) B's prioritization agent places a prioritized list of cards, which includes A's
card, on B's database view.
Of these six stages, three of them - 1, 3, and 5 - are perception stages, and three - 2, 4,
and 6 - are action stages. As the database grows, perception and action become more
complex, and the final result sent to the database view becomes more interesting and
much less predictable.
The most interesting aspect of an EWall agent is its agent function. A storage agent
contains a function that links cards together based on a set of heuristics. This function
applies to step 2. A search agent's function decides how to query the database. For
example, should it perform an explorative search or a more goal-directed search?
Finally, the prioritization agent's function examines a list of interlinked cards and
prioritizes them based on a set of heuristics.
The following subsections describe each type of agent in more detail. Sections 4.2.1 and
4.2.2 describe the storage and search agents, respectively. Section 4.2.3 describes the
most relevant agent to this thesis, the prioritization agent.
4.2.1 Storage Agent
The storage agent copies cards from the workspace to the database. More importantly,
this agent creates links between cards. A single link may represent something as simple
as horizontal alignment, but as more links are added to the database, meaningful structure
emerges. This structure is essential for the search and prioritization agents to perform
their functions.
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Storage agents can derive relationships according to several heuristic algorithms. The
currently implemented storage algorithms are listed in Table 4-1.
Horizontal Two cards have comparable x-coordinates on the workspace.
Alignment
Vertical Two cards have comparable y-coordinates on the workspace.
Alignment
History Two cards were consecutively added to the workspace or database.
Proximity Two cards are near one another. "Near" refers to the Euclidian
distance between their centers.
Group A card is contained within another.
Table 4-1: Storage Algorithms
The storage agent's job is to capture the interconnectivity of information on the
workspace. The agent assumes that the user arranges cards meaningfully, such that the
spatial arrangement reflects the user's perception of the information. The
interconnectivity between cards is stored in the database and ultimately used by the
prioritization agents. Figure 4.4 illustrates seven cards and the spatial links that the
storage agent created. Cards 1 and 2 are related by horizontal alignment, 2 and 4 are
related by proximity, 1 and 3 are related by vertical alignment, 3 and 5 are related by
horizontal alignment, and 5, 6, and 7 are related by grouping and proximity.
In addition to spatial relationships, the storage agent uses the history heuristic to capture
temporal relationships. It does so by linking two cards that are consecutively added to
the workspace. Figure 4.5 illustrates the history links of the same cards from Figure 4.4.
The cards' titles (1 through 7) indicate the order in which they were added to the
workspace.
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Figure 4.4: Spatial links, created by the storage agent.
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Figure 4.5: Temporal links, created by the storage agent.
Each heuristic algorithm used to create links carries a certain amount of weight, or
influence. The storage agent prefers heuristics with higher weights. For example, in
Figure 4.6, the "Vertically Aligned" algorithm has a higher weight than the other
algorithms; this means the storage agent will create stronger links between vertically
aligned cards than, for example, horizontally aligned cards. The user controls these
weights in the current implementation. In Section 7.2, Future Extensions, I briefly
discuss a possible extension for automating the control of storage algorithm weights, as
well as the addition of a storage agent in the server.
ALGORITHMS
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U..
Grouped
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[r] In Close Proximity
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Figure 4.6: Storage Agent Algorithms.
4.2.2 Search Agent
The storage agent creates a relational structure within the database. To the search agent,
this structure is like a map of cities - analogous to the cards - connected by roads -
analogous to the links. Given a starting card, the search agent traverses the links, just as a
driver traverses roads, to find other cards. Assuming the links represent meaningful
relationships, cards that are located fewer links away from the starting card should be
more strongly related to the starting card.
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Like the storage agent, the search agent uses a set of algorithms to perform its function.
These algorithms control three aspects of the search, as depicted in Figure 4.7:
1) Start Point: the card where the agent begins traversing links;
2) Search Path: controls the agent's preference of one traversal path over
another;
3) End Point: terminates the search.
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Figure 4.7: Search Agent Algorithms
The first control algorithm, the start point, is most important. If the database is large and
we search locally, then the start point can dramatically alter the search results. This start
point eliminates the need for keywords that most search engines have. A typical search
engine asks the user to provide search terms. Because the EWall agents must not
interfere with the user, a keyword-based search is unacceptable. The search agent must
infer a relevant start point.
There are three start point options. The third option is the least direct, or most
explorative, option. This option begins the search with the last card added to the
database, which is relevant in time - meaning it is probably active on someone else's
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workspace - but perhaps un related to the cards on the user's workspace. The first option
is more direct. When the first option is selected, the search agent assumes that the user is
interested in cards similar to the ones on her workspace, particularly the last card she
added or modified. This option begins the search with the last or currently selected card
on the user's workspace. The second option is not yet implemented and is not relevant to
this thesis.
The second algorithm, which controls the search path, actually combines two heuristics:
persistence and curiosity. Persistence, or search depth, limits the distance - the number
of links - the search agent is allowed to traverse from the start card. Curiosity controls
the agent's preference for link strength. When curiosity is low, the agent chooses to
traverse stronger links before weaker ones. When curiosity is high, the agent prefers
weaker links. Figure 4.8 shows a screenshot of the database visualization, which allows
the user to see the same roadmap that the search agent sees. Each circle represents a
card, and each red line represents a link. If the start point is the upper right-hand card,
then the search agent begins there and has three links it can traverse, each leading to one
of the cards in the center column. The curiosity setting helps the agent to decide which
link to choose first. If persistence is set to 1, then the search stops after the center
column, returning all cards except the three in the left column.
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Figure 4.8: Roadmap of a small database
In the future, I may add a third heuristic to control whether the agent performs a depth-
first or breadth-first search. The current search agent searches depth-first.
The search agent could potentially search the entire database. In order to prevent this, the
end point controls the maximum number of cards to retrieve. Thus, the search is
complete when the first of two cases has been met: the maximum number of cards has
been retrieved; all cards within the search depth have been retrieved. Once the search is
complete, the search agent relays the retrieved cards to the prioritization agents.
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4.2.3 Prioritization Agent
Each prioritization agent aims to promote a particular permutation of a list of cards. This
permutation reflects the agent's preferences. "Preferences" refers to the agent's weighted
heuristic algorithms, each of which derives a prioritization by assigning a score to each
card. Each prioritization agent employs the same algorithms, but each agent may assign
different weights to the algorithms. I developed several prioritization algorithms, ranging
in complexity and addressing both content - the information within a card - and context
- the relational structure around the card. Table 4-2 describes the algorithms according
to type.
Context Weight Weight refers to the sum of the weights of the links connected
to a card.
Centrality Centrality is the inverse of the maximum number of link
traversals from one card to any other card in the database.
Balance Balance refers either to a card's weight or the inverse of a
card's weight, depending on whether the user's workspace is
disorganized or organized, respectively.
Distance Distance refers to the inverse of the number of link traversals
from a card to the search's start card.
Group A card scores highly in group if it is part of a card hierarchy.
Users create a card hierarchy by placing a card inside of
another card (see the Group links in Figure 4.4).
Content Location A card scores highly in location if it falls within or near a user-
specified target region.
DCODE A card scores highly in DCODE if its DCODE attributes are
similar - close in Euclidian distance - to a user-specified
DCODE attribute.
Age A card scores highly in age if it was created recently.
Popularity Popularity refers to the number of users who have copied a card
to their workspaces, plus the number of users who have left
comments on the card.
Table 4-2: Prioritization Algorithms
The two most primitive algorithms, Weight and Centrality, are derived from basic graph
theory. The weight and centrality algorithms represent breadth and depth, respectively.
If we imagine the United States as a node-edge graph, we can assign a node to each major
city, and we can draw edges between cities that are geographically close. A city's
breadth, or weight, is equal to the number of neighboring cities. Cities in the Northeast,
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such as New York and Philadelphia, would have high breadth. Chicago, with fewer
major cities relatively close, would not. A city's centrality is equal to the inverse of the
farthest city away from it. New York, along with all other coastal cities, would have low
centrality because the farthest city is across the country, but Chicago would have a higher
centrality because people can travel practically anywhere from Chicago by only traveling
across half of the country. The weight algorithm yields preferences for nodes with many
neighbors. And the centrality algorithm yields preferences for nodes near the center of
the graph. Pseudocode for the weight and centrality algorithms is illustrated in Figure
4.9 and Figure 4.10, respectively.
WEIGHT( node)
1 sum - 0
2 for each link in links( node)
3 sum < sum + weight( link)
4 return sum
Figure 4.9: Weight Algorithm Pseudocode
CENTRALITY( node)
1 done <- EmptySet()
2 currentNodes <- Set( node)
3 depth (- 0
4 while length( currentNodes ) > 0
5 n <- length( currentNodes)
6 for i < Ilto n
7 currentNode 4- remove( currentNodes , 0)
8 for each newNode in neighbors( currentNode)
9 if not contains( done , newNode )
10 add( currentNodes , newNode)
11 add( done , currentNode)
12 depth - depth + 1
13 return 1 / depth
Figure 4.10: Centrality Algorithm Pseudocode
The centrality algorithm is computationally more expensive than the weight algorithm.
The weight algorithm operates locally around the given card node, but the centrality
algorithm must account for the entire database. There are currently plans to move the
centrality algorithm offline so centrality scores can be available on demand.
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The weight and centrality algorithms are completely independent of EWall. They can
operate in any environment, such as the internet or any relational database. Balance and
Distance build on weight and centrality, respectively, by accounting for EWall-specific
information. Figures 4.11 and 4.12 illustrate the pseudocode for the balance and distance
algorithms, respectively.
Figure 4.11: Balance Algorithm Pseudocode
DISTANCE( node, start)
1 done <- EmptySet()
2 currentNodes <- Set( node)
3 depth - 0
4 while length( currentNodes ) > 0
5 n <- length( currentNodes)
6 for i < I to n
7 currentNode <- remove( currentNodes , 0)
8 if currentNode = start
9 return I / (depth + 1)
10 for each newNode in neighbors( currentNode)
11 if not contains( done , newNode )
12 add( currentNodes , newNode)
13 add( done , currentNode)
14 depth <- depth + 1
15 return 0
Figure 4.12: Distance Algorithm Pseudocode
The balance algorithm uses the weight algorithm explicitly. It simply returns the weight
score if the workspace is disorganized - the ratio of links to cards is less than some
predefined threshold - and it inverts this score if the workspace is organized. The
distance algorithm does not explicitly use the centrality algorithm, but the only difference
between the two is the insertion of lines 8 and 9 in Figure 4.12. The algorithm performs
a breadth-first search from node and stops when it finds start, the search agent's start
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BALANCE( node, workspace)
1 nCards <- length( cards( workspace))
2 nLinks <- length( links( workspace))
3 organization <- nLinks I nCards
4 if organization < BALANCETHRESHOLD
5 return WEIGHT( node)
6 else
7 return MAX SCORE - WEIGHT( node)
card. If the algorithm does not find start - if line 15 is reached - the algorithm returns 0,
indicating there is no distance-based relationship between node and start.
The final context-based algorithm, Group, analyzes the hierarchical structure of grouped
cards. When the storage agent links two grouped cards (a card within another), it marks
that link as a Group link. The group algorithm promotes cards that have Group links,
cards that are part of a card hierarchy. Figure 4.13 illustrates the group algorithm's
pseudocode. A card's group score is the sum of its number of parents and children, an
indication of the size of its hierarchy.
GROUP( card)
1 size - 0
2 for each link in links( node)
3 if type( link) = "Group"
4 size - size + 1
5 return size
Figure 4.13: Group Algorithm Pseudocode
The content-based algorithms are much simpler than the context-based algorithms. I
implemented two non-numerical content-based algorithms: Location and DCODE. And
I implemented two numerical content-based algorithms: Age and Popularity. Age and
popularity are both accessible properties of a card, via the getTimestamp() getReaderso,
and getComments() methods. Because the age algorithm promotes recent cards, it returns
the inverse of the card's age, as seen in the pseudocode in Figure 4.14. The popularity
algorithm returns the sum of the number of readers and readers who have left comments,
as seen in Figure 4.15.
AGE( card )
1 time <- currentTime()
2 return 1 / (time - getTimestamp( card))
Figure 4.14: Age Algorithm Pseudocode
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POPULARITY( card)
1 readers <- getReaders( card)
2 readers WithComments <- EmptySet()
3 for each comment in getComments( card)
4 if not contains( readers WithComments , author( comment))
5 add( readers WithComments , author( comment) )
6 return length( readers ) + length( readers WithComments)
Figure 4.15: Popularity Algorithm Pseudocode
Similar to the storage algorithms described in Section 4.2.1, each prioritization algorithm
carries a weight, an amount of influence over the agent's overall prioritization. Figure
4.16 illustrates a prioritization agent's user interface, and Figure 4.17 illustrates the
function that applies influence to an algorithm's score. The two left columns in the
interface provide the user with controls for turning algorithms on and off and setting them
to automatic or manual. Chapter 5, Learning, explains the automatic setting in detail.
The rightmost column graphs each algorithm's influence over time. The "Influence"
column is the most important. Influence ranges from -100 to 100, not from 0 to 100.
This is a very important distinction. Imagine that a user prefers older cards, which
receive low scores from the age algorithm. We need a mechanism for promoting old or
new cards, so that old cards may somehow receive high scores. A naive implementation
might add an "Anti-Age" algorithm that explicitly promotes older cards. But as seen in
Figure 4.16, this implementation is capable of promoting new and old cards using just
one age algorithm. When this age algorithm has positive influence, it promotes newer
cards, and if it has negative influence, it promotes older cards. An algorithm's score is
first normalized within the range from -I to 1 and is then multiplied by its influence,
yielding a final score between -100 and 100.
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4.3 Agent Collaboration
The agent committee is composed of prioritization agents. The agent committee in itself
can be viewed as a single agent. But in designing such a system, it helps to personify the
agents and imagine them working together as a committee. The committee's goal is to
prioritize the cards so that the most interesting and relevant cards receive the highest
scores. The overall prioritization produced by the committee is derived according to the
following:
" Agent Preferences: the heuristic prioritization algorithms each agent uses to
form a perspective;
" Consolidation Method: the method used to combine agents' perspective's and
produce an overall committee perspective.
Section 4.2.3 described agent preferences. This section describes the consolidation
method.
After agents form perspectives on a list a list of cards, the committee must somehow
combine these perspectives. The simplest approach is a linear consolidation method like
the consolidation method of algorithm scores in a single agent. The current
implementation uses this approach. Each agent, like each algorithm, carries a weight, or
influence. This influence determines how much of an effect the agent's perspective will
have on the committee's overall prioritization.
By personifying the agents, influence can be thought of as an emotion. As an extension, I
may add other emotions, such as extroversion, competitiveness, resistance, and fatigue
[1]. These new emotions could enable the agents to interact and thus influence each
other's, and not just the committee's, perspective. This addition of interaction mechanics
could produce less predictable and more meaningful results.
The importance in using multiple agents is in learning. As described in the following
chapter, each prioritization agent learns based on experience. Agents that learn faster
become more influential in the committee, and the system as a whole learns more rapidly.
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Chapter 5 Intelligence
Intelligence is marked by the ability to adapt and to learn. Adaptation is a change that
allows someone or something to become more suitable to a given situation. Adaptive
software gives users high performance even in dynamic environments. For EWall users,
this means the agent committee performs consistently, even when the user's task changes
or when the user changes. When a change occurs, the committee adapts to meet the
needs of the new task or new user. The other aspect of intelligence, learning, refers to the
ability to improve performance from experience, where experience comes from
observation of and interaction with the user. Some of the proposed learning algorithms in
the EWall agent committee are derived from common statistical methods, such as
regression. Some proposed algorithms employ the use of less direct concepts, such as
evolution. The following sections describe the learning algorithms I designed for the
agent committee. Section 5.1 describes the original recommendation system, before
learning was added. Section 5.2 describes the design of a regression-based algorithm.
Section 5.3 describes the metric used to obtain implicit feedback from the user. Finally,
Section 5.4 discusses the application of a simple genetic algorithm.
5.1 Non-Adaptive Algorithm
Originally, the database view contained a single prioritization agent. Although this agent
could adapt by accounting for contents of the user's workspace, it did not learn. Figure
5.1 illustrates the architecture for a non-adaptive agent with three heuristic algorithms:
weight, centrality, and popularity. The user manually controls the agent's preferences.
This architecture produces very predictable prioritizations. And more importantly, this
architecture forces the user to provide explicit input to the system. Ideally, EWall agents
must operate without explicitly asking the user anything.
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Figure 5. 1: Architecture of a Non-Adaptive Prioritization Agent
Although this architecture is not ideal, it modularizes the agent's components. Ignoring
the learning component, the agent's purpose is to prioritize a list of cards. Each
algorithm - in this case, weight, centrality, and popularity - performs its own
prioritization, as described in Section 4.2.3. The scores from each algorithm are simply
summed according to the user-provided weights, which yields the agent's overall
prioritization. The next section describes an augmentation to this architecture that
dynamically adjusts the weights, thus releasing control from the user.
5.2 Linear Regression
Statisticians use linear regression to predict the output of an unknown function, based a
list of input values. The general formula is:
f(X) = 0 + LX/
j=1
X is a vector of p scalar inputs. Typically, a statistician has a set of training data ((X,Y)1 ,
(X,Y)2, ... (X,Y),), where each Y is a scalar output value. The statistician's objective is
to find values for Po through p to minimize training set squared-error, or the residual sum
of squares (RSS). RSS is defined as follows:
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RSS$ = (Y - Xi )2
i=1
We can define the training set in matrix form, such that Y is an n-dimensional column
vector, X is an n x (p+1) matrix of n p-dimensional row vectors, each augmented so that
Xno = 1, and p is a p-dimensional column vector of coefficients. The general formula in
matrix form is:
f (X) = X
To encourage the intuition graphically as a linear system of equations, Figure 5.2
illustrates the general formula in matrix form.
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Figure 5.2: Linear Regression in Matrix Form
The RSS formula in matrix form is:
RSS(/) = (Y - X$) T(Y - X$)
The minimum value for RSS is found where the derivative of RSS with respect to P is
zero, which yields the following:
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3RSS(/3) =X T(Y -X9)=0
6= (XTX)< XTY
We can now replace,6 in the general formula with # to form predictions for novel inputs:
f (X) = X(X TX)-1 XTY
The linear regression model conveniently fits into the prioritization agent architecture
described in the previous section. We replace user control in Figure 5.1 with regression.
The weights, which the user previously controlled, are the #8 values. The prioritizations
produced by the algorithms compose a single input vector X = (XWeight, XCentrality,
XPopuiarity). f(X) corresponds to the merged prioritization, which is sent to the database
view. More generally, f(X) serves as a computational model of the user's preferences.
The final step in empowering the agents with the ability to learn is to implicitly obtain
performance feedback from the user and convert that feedback into an estimation of RSS,
or more specifically, of Y, the training data. The following section explains this in detail.
5.3 Feedback and Performance Metric
Feedback is easily obtained by asking the user explicitly. But because EWall's goal is to
help the user without bothering her, we need an implicit performance metric, and we need
a way to use this metric to estimate Y, the correct prioritization. This problem is difficult
for two reasons. First, the user may not interact with the database view frequently, so the
amount of feedback may be limited. Second, user interaction may not indicate the
accuracy of the prioritization. The first difficulty only affects the learning rate; it does
not affect the learning algorithm itself. So the first difficulty is irrelevant to this thesis,
and I will not discuss it here. The second difficulty raises questions about the user's
cognition. In order to cope with the second difficulty, we need to answer questions like,
"Why did the user do that?" In other words, how do the user's actions imply whether the
agents have performed well?
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The current implementation uses the most obvious answer: the user implicitly tells the
system whether it performs well whenever she drags a card out of the database view.
This feedback carries significant information under a single assumption. The system
assumes the user took the card because she found it to be interesting or relevant. This
information is significant because now that the system knows what the user wants, it
knows it must learn to promote, or give higher scores to, cards that are similar to the
chosen card.
When the user drags a card out of the database view, the system creates a feedback
object, which contains a reference to the card. Figure 5.3 illustrates this architecture.
The feedback is sent to the learning algorithm, which alters the influence of the
algorithms in such a way that, given another chance, the agents would score the chosen
card higher without changing their scores for the other cards.
Database
View
Implicit
User
Figure 5.3: Feedback Architecture
The learning algorithm uses the linear regression model to alter the algorithms' influence.
The pseudocode for the algorithm is illustrated in Figure 5.4. The scores for a single card
correspond to a single X vector, and the X matrix represents the algorithm scores for all of
the cards. The algorithms correspond to the columns, and the cards correspond to the
rows, of the X matrix. The X matrix is loaded in line 9 of the pseudocode. We also need
the Y vector, the output. The algorithm derives Y by first copying the scores from the
previous prioritization. This happens in line 11 of the pseudocode. Next, the algorithm
increases the chosen card's score so that it is slightly higher than the highest score. This
happens in line 14 of the pseudocode. Finally, the algorithm uses X and Y to calculate ,
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according to the formula: f= (XTX)l XTY, which happens in line 16 of the pseudocode.
represents the new influence settings. By using the previous prioritization, with the
modified score of the chosen card, the algorithm produces new weights that ideally push
the chosen card to the front of the list without affecting the scores of other cards. These
new settings are made in line 18 of the pseudocode.
LEARN( chosen )
1 # algorithms is a global array of the prioritization algorithms
2 # cards is a global array of the cards on the database view
3 X <- Matrix[ length(cards) ][ length( algorithms)]
4 Y <- Vector[length(cards)]
5 for i - 0 to length( cards)- 1
6 card <- cards[ i]
7 total - 0
8 for i - 0 to length( algorithms) - 1
9 X[ i ][ j ] <- score( algorithms[ j] card)
10 total - total + X[ i ][ j ]
I1I Y[ i ] (- total
12 # Modify the score of the chosen card
13 chosenIndex <- indexOf( cards , chosen)
14 Y[ chosenIndex ] <- 1.05 * max( Y)
15 # Linear Algebra: (XTX)lXTY
16 8 <- inverse( transpose( X ) * X) * transpose( X) * Y
17 for i <- 0 to length( algorithms ) - 1
18 setWeight( algorithms[ i] , [ i ] )
Figure 5.4: Learning Algorithm Pseudocode
Ideally, the repetition of this process recognizes patterns in the user's choices. The
learning algorithm increases the scores of chosen cards while trying not to affect the
scores of other cards. This tends to push unwanted cards to the end of the list and wanted
cards to the front. Even if the user does not always choose the first card in the database
view, the user should likely find the card he wants near the front of the list.
5.4 Learning with Genetic Algorithms
By using linear regression, the prioritization agents compute overall scores for a card by a
linear combination of the algorithm scores. Genetic trees, a subset of genetic algorithms,
allow polynomial combination of algorithm scores, and they can be implemented as a
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polynomial tree [9], as depicted in Figure 5.5. A genetic tree contains two types of
nodes: Terminal and Functional. A terminal node is a leaf node that represents a
constant numerical value or an input variable. A functional node can be thought of as an
operator, like addition or subtraction. A functional node must specify the number of
arguments it operates on. For example, addition requires two arguments, absolute value
requires one argument, and summation can take any positive number of arguments. The
output of a functional node is a single numerical value. When evaluating the polynomial
tree, values are passed up to parent nodes, and this process continues until the root node
is evaluated. The output of the root node represents the evaluation of the entire
polynomial over the given input variables.
As an example, we can represent the functionftx) = x2 +x+1 as a polynomial tree, as
illustrated in Figure 5.5. The set I represents the global arguments, or inputs, as passed
tof In this case, I has one element, x. Terminal primitives include all real and imaginary
numbers in this example. The functional primitives include the four basic arithmetic
operations: addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division. To demonstrate the
evaluation of this polynomial tree, imagine x = 5. The functional node on the second
level (one level up from the bottom) produces x + 1 = 6. The functional node one level
up produces x * 6 = 30. Finally, the root node produces 30 + 1 = 31.
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Figure 5.5: Genetic Tree forf(x) = x*(x+])+] = x 2 +x+]
The example uses a very simple set of functional primitives and a small number of inputs,
but the modularization of node types allows easy addition of new inputs and functions. If
we need more numerically representational power, we just add to the functional
primitives. For example, we could add sine, cosine, and tangent. We could add an
exponent and a logarithm. We could introduce Booleans into the terminal set and add
functions such as NOT, AND, and OR. And by adding Boolean values, we could also
add inequality functions such as "<" (less-than), ">" (greater-than), and "=" (equal-to).
The polynomial tree provides a modular model of a polynomial. As previously
mentioned, prioritization agents currently combine the algorithm scores linearly. Using a
polynomial tree, agents can combine the scores more complexly. But one problem exists
in using a polynomial tree; we can not apply the linear regression learning model to a
polynomial tree. Instead, we use a genetic algorithm, with three genetic operations:
crossover, mutation, and reproduction.
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Crossover, mutation, and reproduction alter a population of genetic trees. Figure 5.6
illustrates the random initialization of a population of four genetic trees, followed by one
generation, in which the function to learn, the target function, is f(x) = x2+x+1. The
figure first shows Go, the initial population. Just below each tree, the figure shows the
evaluation of the tree as a polynomial, and below the evaluation is the error between the
evaluation and the target function, the shaded region. To derive the next generation, G1,
the genetic operations are applied to trees chosen probabilistically, relative to fitness,
which is the inverse of the error. In the figure, (a) is chosen for a reproduction operation.
Reproduction simply copies an individual into the new population, so (a) in G1 is
identical to (a) in Go. Next, we randomly choose to perform the mutation operation on
(c). We randomly choose one of its nodes as the mutation site. In the figure, we choose
the left terminal node, with value 2. We replace the terminal node 2 with a randomly
generated sub-tree to obtain (b) in G1. Finally, we randomly choose to perform a
crossover operation on (a) and (b). To do this, we randomly choose a crossover site on
each tree: the + node in (a) and the leftmost x node in (b). We take the sub-trees at the
crossover sites and swap them to obtain (c) and (d) in G1. (d) happens to represent the
target function.
Typically, genetic algorithms require many more - thousands, or even millions - trees.
Additionally, a genetic algorithm will not typically find a solution after one generation.
Thousands of generations are usually required to find a solution. In the case of EWall, an
absolute solution is never found. Generations always continue, and the gene pool adapts
to new users and new tasks.
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Figure 5.6: Genetic Algorithm Example [3]
I tested genetic trees in EWall by replacing each agent's algorithm influence vector with
a genetic tree. When the system receives feedback, it modifies the agents by first
evaluating their fitness. Agents that scored the chosen card higher are deemed "more fit".
These agents are probabilistically more likely to be chosen for genetic operations when
forming the next generation of agents. The next generation of agents is created by
performing the genetic operations on the current agents.
Although the genetic tree carries more representational power than a linear model, the
genetic trees, as described in this thesis, do not fit into the agent model well. First of all,
the system must have hundreds of agents to achieve the variance needed to produce high-
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performance trees. Plus, the system must iterate through hundreds, possibly thousands,
of generations before producing a high-performance tree. This is typical of genetic
algorithms, but perhaps the EWall prioritization agents operate in too dynamic of an
environment to use such a slow learning algorithm. But as later proposed in Section
7.2.2, perhaps we can extend this genetic model to react faster and operate in a more
dynamic environment.
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Chapter 6 Implementation
EWall is implemented in Java. It utilizes a wide range of Java packages, including RMI
for networking, 2D graphics for data visualization, and extensive use of XML for storing
and transporting cards in a human-readable format. The software design combines
elements of user interface design, system architecture, and Al. The system architecture
contains elements of data storage and networking, while the user interface has the
obvious task of interfacing between the user and the system, and the Al negotiates
between the user interface and the system to provide a better experience to the user.
6.1 User Interface
One specification, above all, is clearly expressed in the EWall user interface: consistency.
Although EWall contains four independent modules with completely separate objectives,
each module's interface has the same layout, as illustrated in Figure 6.1. The toolbar and
white space use up most of the interface. All four interfaces' toolbars contain three
primary buttons, from left to right: Card Display, Visualization, and Settings. In each
interface, the card display contains cards that the user can take, in the case of the
networking modules, or arrange, in the case of the workspace. The visualization interface
provides users with the option to see a computer-generated view of the information. For
example, one of the workspace visualizations overlays the links on top of the workspace.
Database visualizations show the cards in the database, and exchange view visualizations
typically show collaboration patterns in the exchange server. The Settings button opens
up a panel for changing connection settings, agent settings, and user interface settings.
To the right of the three primary buttons, each module can add more buttons specific to
that module. For example, the workspace toolbar contains a button for creating a new
card and a button for deleting selected cards. The workspace additionally contains a
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status bar, which visualizes memory usage on the right side, reports status messages in
the center, and provides a quick-launch bar on the left side, where the user can open any
of the networking modules.
Figure 6.1: EWaII User Interface
6.2 Data Storage
Cards, relations, and even entire workspaces can be saved to the file system.
Additionally, and specifically to the database module, cards and relations can be stored in
a MySQL database as XML strings, keyed by a unique ID. Figure 6.2 illustrates
workspace file format. The workspace file includes card and relation XML. Notice the
"Frame" and "Relation" nodes. These types of XML strings are found in EWall
databases.
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<State>
<Identifier>
<Name></Name>
<Hostname></Hostname>
<HostIP></HostIP>
</Identifier>
<FrameAdapter>
<Identifier>... </Identifier>
<Frame>
<ID></ID>
<Timestamp></Timestamp>
<Author></Author>
<Readers></Readers>
<Title></Title>
<Text></Text>
<Comments></Comments>
<History></History>
<Icon></Icon>
<Property>
<Name></Name>
<Value></Value>
</Property>
</Frame>
<FrameView>
<Bounds></Bounds>
<ViewProperty>
<Name></Name>
<Value></Value>
</ViewProperty>
</FrameView>
</FrameAdapter>
<Relation>
<ID></ID>
<Timestamp></Timestamp>
<Author></Author>
<Card1ID></Card1ID>
<Card2ID></Card2ID>
<Weight></Weight>
</Relation>
<WorkspaceProperty>
<Name></Name>
<Value></Value>
</WorkspaceProperty>
</State>
Figure 6.2: XML Workspace File Format
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Cards and relations can also be converted to XML strings and stored in a database. An
EWall database contains three tables: cards, relations, and preferences, as seen in Figure
6.3. The cards table contains the card ID, which is used to look up a card. This table
also contains a title and author field, for quickly fetching important information about a
card without parsing the XML string. The relations table also provides quick access to
attributes like the related cards' ID's, the link's weight, and the author. The xml field
contains the actual link in XML format. The preferences table is used by the
administrator to store preferences for running the database.
Database
Table: cards
id title author framexml viewxml
Table: relations
id cardiD1I cardlD2 weight jauthor xml
Table: preferences
prefname value
Figure 6.3: EWall SQL Database Format
6.3 Data Access
The database module accesses the database through a JDBC implementation, which
allows the software to create SQL statements, send them to the database, and receive a
response in the form of a result set, which the software can extract data from. The
database module primarily uses two types of SQL statements: INSERT and SELECT.
These statements enable the software to add and retrieve cards and links, respectively.
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Additionally, the database module can issue an UPDATE statement when a card or link
changes. For example, when the user changes the title of a card, the database module
sends an update statement to change the title of the card in the database.
The DBConnection class, as illustrated in Figure 6.4, contains methods for accessing a
generic database. The insert() and update() methods modify the database, and the
select() method returns a result set, representing a query response. The executeSQL()
method is used by the other methods to send statements. This method interacts directly
with the database by executing the given command and returning the result set. Table 6-1
illustrates the format of the SQL commands that EWall uses.
DBConnection
-- -Accessor- - -
ResultSet select(String[l cols, String[] rows, String[] vals,
String table)
-- -Mutators- - -
boolean insert(String[] cols, String[] vals, String table)
boolean update(String[] cols, String[] colvals, String[] rows,
String[] rowvals, String table)
--- Special---
ResultSet executeSQL (String command)
Figure 6.4: DBConnect ion Class
SELECT SELECT coll, co2... FROM table WHERE rowl='vall' AND row2='val2'...
Definition: Retrieve rows from one or more tables.
INSERT INSERT INTO table (coll, coi2...) VALUES ('vall', 'val2' ...)
Definition: Insert new rows into an existing table.
UPDATE UPDATE table SET col='colval' ... WHERE row='rowval'...
Definition: Update columns in existing rows in an existing table with new
values.
Table 6-1: SQL Format [11]
Using the generic SQL commands, I also wrote a database interface class specifically
designed for EWall, called DBFeeder. The DBFeeder class, as illustrated in Figure 6.5,
extends DBConnection to provide the software with convenience methods for adding and
retrieving cards and relations in EWall databases. This class also contains special
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methods for simultaneously retrieving multiple cards, relations, and even a lightweight
card called a card reference.
DBFeeder
-- -Contains - - -
boolean hasCard(long id)
boolean hasCard(String title)
--- Insert---
void addCard(Frame model, FrameView view)
void addRelation(Relation relation)
---Update---
void updateCard(long id, Frame model, FrameView view)
void updateRelation(long id, Relation relation)
-- -Select-- -
FrameAdapter getCard(long id)
Relation getRelation(long id)
-- -Special---
Set<Relation> getRelations(long cardID)
Set<FrameAdapter> getRelatedCards(long cardID)
CardReference getCardReference(long id)
Set<CardReference> getAllCardReferences()
Figure 6.5: DBFeeder Class
The DBFeeder class provides straightforward methods for adding, updating, and
retrieving cards and relations. Each of these methods converts its argument to XML and
calls insert, update, or select, respectively. The search agent uses the special methods to
crawl the database efficiently. getRelations() retrieves the set of links connected to the
card with the given ID. getRelatedCards() retrieves the set of cards that are directly
linked to the card with the given ID. For a content-based search, which is not yet
implemented, the search agent may use the last two methods for quickly retrieving
references to cards instead of entire cards themselves. References contain the card's ID,
title, and author. The software can transfer references much faster than entire cards
primarily because card references do not contain image data. Depending on what
particular content is searched for, the data structure for card references may change in the
future.
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6.4 Intelligence
EWall agents are purely event-driven; they only perform a task in response to the user or
other agents. Agents do not act periodically, according to timers. The storage agent, for
example, looks for new relationships when one of the three following events occurs:
" Card Created: the user creates a blank card or drags and drops a card into the
workspace from another module, a web browser, or the file system;
" Card Moved: the user moves one or more cards;
" Card Resized: the user resizes a card.
The search agent performs a search as a direct result of the user selecting or deselecting
one or more cards. Prioritization agents perform a prioritization in response to
communication with a search agent. This event-driven architecture, as seen in Figure
6.6, is crucial in maintaining network stability and eliminating synchronization problems.
The following subsections describe the implementation of the learning algorithm.
Section 6.4.1 briefly describes the regression implementation, and Section 6.4.2 describes
the genetic algorithm in detail.
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Figure 6.6: Event-Driven Architecture for Storage Agents
6.4.1 Regression
The learning algorithm executes the regression equation according to an event-driven
architecture similar to the one in Figure 6.6. The learning algorithm resides within a
class called AgentManager. The search agent contains a reference to the AgentManager,
and the Agentmanager implements an event listener interface called
ApplicationListener, for receiving events from the workspace and database view.
This architecture is illustrated in Figure 6.7. When the user drags a card out of the
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database view, the AgentManager receives an ApplicationEvent, which contains a
reference to the chosen card.
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Agent Agent Agent
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Figure 6.7: AgentManager Object Diagram
As seen in the figure, the AgentManager also provides a channel through which the
search agent can communicate with prioritization agents.
Each prioritization algorithm maintains a table that maps each card in the database view
to the algorithm's score for that card. This allows the learning algorithm in
AgentManager to quickly build the X matrix for the regression model. Using the X
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(Centrality)
matrix, the AgentManager calls the learn() method (see Figure 5.4) on each prioritization
agent. This alters the weights of each agent's algorithms. Finally, each agent also
maintains a table mapping each card to the agent's last score for that card. The
AgentManager then performs the learn() method on the weights of the agents.
The important dynamic in this implementation is hierarchical learning. Each
prioritization agent wants to perform better. So they alter their algorithm weights to
promote improved performance. The AgentManager also alters the agent weights, which
increases the influence of high-performance agents and decreases the influence of low-
performance agents.
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Chapter 7 Conclusion
EWall agents provide users with intelligent, automated access to shared EWall databases.
They store the user's cards in a database, they link cards together to produce a relational
structure, they retrieve cards by traversing the relational structure, and they prioritize
the cards just before delivering them to the user. The agents store, link, retrieve, and
prioritize cards according to a set of heuristics. Instead of forcing the user to specify the
heuristic settings manually, the agents learn the ideal settings by reacting to the user. The
agents allow EWall users to manage cards on their workspaces and simultaneously
consider interesting and relevant cards from databases having never even performed a
search.
7.1 Contributions
In this thesis, I contributed an addition to the EWall software that can dramatically
increase the availability of cards to users. I implemented this addition, the EWall agents,
in three steps:
1) Access: The database client and server, implemented using JDBC and RMI,
connects the user to EWall databases;
2) Automated Access: The automated agents store, link, retrieve, and prioritize
cards;
3) Intelligent Access: The learning algorithm reacts to user interaction by
adapting the prioritization agents, in order to improve future recommendations.
Not only do users now have access to potentially large shared databases of cards, but
users are not burdened by the process of searching for and filtering through cards in the
databases. The agents perform all of this work.
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My implementation of the EWall agents and their heuristic algorithms is modular. In the
future, if we develop more heuristic algorithms, the addition of the new algorithms to the
system is simple. Each algorithm is encapsulated in a single Java class that implements
the Algorithm interface. A programmer, even one with limited Java experience, could
implement the single method required for a prioritization algorithm.
I have currently only added the agents to the database module. New agents,
implementing the Agent interface, controlled by an AgentManager for the exchange
module could perform the same types of search and filter tasks for real-time, directly
collaborative scenarios. The entire agent framework, primarily composed of Algorithm,
Agent, and AgentManager, can be easily ported to other modules, as well as other
software applications.
The agent framework created for this thesis employs automation and intelligence, two
concepts that are important in most AI systems. The framework is separated into three
artificially cognitive processes: storage, retrieval, and prioritization. Analogously,
humans memorize, recall, and prioritize information frequently. We learn how to
improve these processes. And so can a computer. The implementation modularizes these
three processes and governs them with a single learning algorithm. Each component can
be modified without changing the others. The agent framework does not only provide
EWall users with an intelligent augmentation to their workspace; it provides cognitive
and computer scientists with a framework for testing new learning algorithms and
cognitive sense-making processes.
7.2 Future Extensions
The goal of this thesis was to implement a framework for an intelligent agent system in
EWall. The framework is complete and currently exists within the database module. In
the future, this framework can apply to other modules, it can be formally evaluated, and
we can improve the learning algorithm.
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7.2.1 Intelligent Storage Agents
EWall currently has a single storage agent. We could potentially implement a committee
of storage agents, similar to the committee of prioritization agents. Where a prioritization
agent forms a prioritized, or weighted, list of cards, a storage agent could form a
weighted list of links. This would be its perspective. The perspectives of the storage
agents could be consolidated into one perspective, which the software would upload to
the database as a relational structure.
The storage agents could also learn. When the user chooses a card from the database
view, the storage agents responsible for promoting the links connected to that card could
have their influence increased using the linear regression model. Ultimately, the
prioritization agents would learn what types of cards the user finds important, and the
storage agents would learn what types of relationships the user finds important.
7.2.2 Improved Genetic Algorithm
This thesis described genetic algorithms as an unfortunately unsuitable learning method
for the prioritization agents, but server-side agents, as mentioned in the previous section,
may be able to employ them. The genetic learning algorithms on the client-side
ultimately failed because genetic algorithms are generally more applicable in static
environments. The prioritization agents on the client-side operate in a dynamic
environment, but a server-side storage agent would operate on a large database, which is
not nearly as dynamic. Of course the database grows, but for larger databases, cards and
links are not added very rapidly, relative to the size of the database. So a genetic
algorithm could potentially control the learning process of a server-side storage agent.
7.2.3 New Data Types in the Genetic Tree
The genetic polynomial tree described in Section 6.4.2 only evaluates numerical data -
real and imaginary numbers, as well as Booleans. A more flexible implementation of a
genetic tree could handle all data types. For a Java application, this means any primitive
type or any subclass of Object.
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A genetic tree that is flexible enough to handle complex data types must have a
generalized definition of terminal and functional nodes. Terminal nodes must allow
values from the set of all input variable types in addition to a set of some, and perhaps all,
complex data types. Again, for a Java application, the set of Terminal node types could
be summarized as all Objects. Purely numerical functional nodes must define the
number of arguments they require. When using complex data types, functional nodes
must define the number and type of arguments they require. They must also define the
type of value they return.
By using more complex data types, a tree-based genetic algorithm could solve complex
non-numerical problems, such as the ideal prioritization of a list of cards. The genetic
algorithm implementation used in this thesis applies numerical genetic trees to the
weights of heuristic algorithms, but the use of more complex data types may eventually
allow us to grow the entire heuristic algorithms themselves from scratch.
7.2.4 Formal Evaluation
I devised three scenarios for testing the performance of the agents.
scenarios test the performance of the agents both with and without
illustrates the cases tested in the experiment.
More specifically, the
adaptation. Table 7-1
User is not aware User is aware
of Agents of Agents
Agents do not adapt to Control: N/A
User behavior This case serves as a base
to test the agents' natural,
or unlearned, ability to
prioritize cards
Agents adapt to User Learned: Influenced:
behavior This case objectively This case evaluates the
evaluates the adaptive adaptive agents' performance,
agents' performance and the user can consider the
I agents' recommendations
Table 7-1: Agent Experiment Matrix
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The left column of Table 7-1 evaluates the performance of the learning algorithm by
comparing agents' performance with and without it. The lower-right cell tests how much
influence the agents have over the user. For example, agents may achieve higher
performance in the Influenced case solely because the user became dependent on the
agents. A formal evaluation of this sort would describe the performance of EWall agents,
and it could be used repeatedly to compare different agent architectures and algorithms.
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